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SENTENCE PATTERNING FOR THE DEAF

RATIONALE: Because hearing-impaired students are essentially
without English language patterns, it is necessary
to present these patterns in a sequential manner.

This resource unit is a study of structural lin-
guistics through the discovery approach.

GOAL: To communicate in writing within the English gramr.
matical system.

OBJECTIVES:

AFFECTIVE:

A. Confronted with their own efforts (usually ungrammatical),
students will feel a need for a greater security in written
communication.

B. Students will-feel a greater security in written communication.

COGNITIVE:

Primary:

1. Student will discover that certain basic patterns recur in
English.

They will use these patterns as tools to more freely communicate
their own ideas.

Secondary:

a. Given a group of English words, the student can manipulate
them so that he finds that certain words function in certain
slots, but not in others.

Given a groUp of English words the student can discover one or
several means of classifying them.

Given a set of sentence patterns, the-student will identify
them and discuss them using agreed upon terminology.

Given ability to identify and work with basic (kernel) sen-
tences, the student can perform (certain) transformations.

Given a composition assignment, student will express his ideas
in a grammatical order.

Challenged, the students can justify their grammatical order
in terms of basic atterns.



CONTENT

The following patterns are presented in this unit:

N + V

1. The dog barked.

N i + V + N2
2. The boy hit the ball.

N1 + V + N3 + N2
3. Susan gave John the book.

N i + V1+ Ni
4. Her name is Mary.

NI+V1+ Adj.
5. He is happy.

(seems)

These five patterns serve only as a foundation for
structural linguistics. It was not the intention of
this unit to present the entire Spectrum of the
English language system.

It is hoped that these patterns will lend themselves
for variation and expansion. The teacher will need
to provide these experiences.

1



Objectives

Aft. Cog.

Affective A

PURPOSE:

To show a need for greater
fAcility in .written communi-
cation.

STEP I.

At beginning of year and at periodical inter-
vals later, the teacher will act out some
passage found in a reading book.

a. Students will write sentence
describing the action.

b. Then they will check the reading
passage for accuracy of structure
and vocabulary ability.

Passage ex.:

Teddy stood near the entrance.

Watch for this sign:
dical intervals when
jective shOuld be teste

It marks the perio-
this affective ob-

also watch for this detour sign:
On the following pages this sign
will refer the teacher to the
appendix for teaching helps or
suggestions.

2
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Objectives

Aff. Cog.

.11

PATTERN I.

STEP

Student will separate simple sentences into
subjects and predicates.

CONTENT:

Introduce Pattern I
N V

Subject and Predicate

Indentification

1. Give command cards to each child.
Have one child come in front and
act out the command. Another child
writes on the board who and what
she did,

What:
Who:

The girl

(he )

that she did:

cried.

2. Teacher puts several simple sen-
tences on the overhead. Children
place the appropriate words in the
right slot on a chart on the board.

Sentences (examples)
1. The dog barked.
2. The wind blew.
3. John laughed.

The dog barked.

3. Teacher. wit present terminology
of Subitec and Predicate.

a. Programmed flip chart o

4. Practice in identifying subject an
predicate.

a. Use reading book to iden-
tify subjects and predicates
in reading material.

3



b. Teacher made work sheets
and/or suitable work book
materials.

4

-amen envelopes containing word
cards of phrases for subjects
and predicates, the child can
arrange the cards into sentences.

PLAYED



Objectives PATTERN I.

STEP II.

Strategy:

Discovery of Subject,Types:
Determiner and noun
Common noun alone
Pronoun
Indefinite promun
Proper noun

1

1. On a transparency present the followin sen-

tences:
Dogs bark.
The baby cried.
John sang.
She smiled.
Everyone cheered.

Ask a student to write the subject of Wach
sentence on the board. (Make a chart as shown)

iEveryone

Present a second transparency with ten sen-
tences using a random selection of each of
the subject types. (Compose sentences using
names of class members and school activities.)

Piave the class discuss where each subject
best fits and extend the chart given above

3. Manipulate groups of word cards in appro-
priate subject type slots and discuss dif-

ferences. Use a slot chart or the flannel

board.

4. Use following paragraph on transparency.
Class identifies subjects and categorizes
them as to type in the chart form shown

above.
Children played in the park. The

boys played on the slide. Some girls

played on the swings. Everyone was
happy except Mary. Mary was lonely. No

one played with her. She sat by her-

self. Suddenly a big dog ran up to

her. His tail wagged. He licked

Mary's face. The little girl laughed.

Now everybody was happy.

5. Use reading text for material to categorize
subjects.

6. Have child make up his own subjects to fit
into each type on the chart.



7.,

Teacher writes sampl6s of the 5 types
of subjects and has students fill in
2 more samp3es of each.

Teacher:

2

1.

the boy

1.

2.

.....

Clear lie

1.

6

0=11
they no one

1.

2.



Objectives PATTERN I.
STEP III.

Aff. CONTENT: Determiner:m1

b

.1111.1W

AMMIIINIMM

1. a. On the overhead put a group of, sentences
using the five previously learned subject
types. Include in this sentence group
subjects with nouns and various determiners--
ex: articles, demonstratives, possessive
pronouns, numbers, or indefinite pronouns.
(These sentences are teacher made, using
student names or situations in class to
create interest.)

b. Have children classify these subjects into
previously used subject types. (More sub-
jects will fall into the determiner-noun
category. Seg example below.)

An apple Men Susie They Anyone
Some boys John
His hat
That ball
One book

.

2. Ask students: Is the first column different
than the others?
How? Show me the words that
make it different.

3. Mark those words with the symbol and
List them in columns.

apple.

An Some His That One

4. Give additional sentences with various deter-
miners used with subject nouns. Have class
discuss and put the determiners in the right
slot of the chart made in Step 3.

7

The teacher should analyze the
needs of her class. Extended
work may be needed on clarifica-
tion of these terms and their
usage.
Possessive pronouns as determiners
Demonstratives: Singular and Plural
Articles: correct use of A and An

Indefinite prozouns as determiners



Objectives

AO. Cog.

If additional work is needed, see
Appendix for suggestions to the teacher.

5. Present transparency with five sentences with-
out determiners and have students fill in as
many different determiners as possible.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

MOM MIMM.WWW,I.MOD

010.11=1111M

apple is red.

boys went home.

hat is brown.

John is here.

dog's name is Pepper.

an /

(Example: the that apple is red.)
one his

6. Put a list of determiners on board or overhead.
Have students write nouns.

the these
an her
some four

both A...1111

7. a. Use sentences below on a transparency.
Have students list subject onboard in the
following chart without determiners: Dis-
cuss whether a determiner should be or can

be used. Through class discussion, the
students will discover that some subject
forms take a determiner, some never take a
determiner, and that some sometimes take
a deterrjir r b

_ , . - It -__

ALWA`r-3 SOMETIMES NEVER SUBJECT

(must have) (may have (can't have
Birds

Transparency:
1. The bird flew away.
2. John laughed.
3. Birds sing.
4. Everyone played.
5. The birds chirped.



6. We read.
7. Mother lau4hed
8. He cried.
9. His mother works.
10. No one spoke.

b. Give students a list of subjects and have
them fill out the charts as previously
described. They will have to make up sen-
tences to defend eir statements.

Quiz game: Teacher begins by writing noun
on board. The first student who
can correctly use three deter-
miners with the noun becomes
the teacher, and lists the next

noun.

The students who were the teachers
can now become judges.



Objectives PATTERN I.

STEP IV. CONTENT:
Noun phrase with adjective.

1. Give students paper. Have each child draw a
picture of a boy. Post each picture on chalk
board in a row.
a. Put determiner sign and noun. Have me

child come up d write: A boy.

1>

b. Ask. INIO all theVys look the same?
Discuss differences.

c. Ask. What words tell about this picture?
(Point to first picture in row)
What is his size? Is he tall, short, little,

fat?
How does he look? Is he happy, sad, funny
Teacher writes words on board.

d. Have children write as many noun phrases as
possible under each picture.
(Teacher may do the first picture to set a
pattern. Ex.: a tall boy, a thin boy,

a worried boy...)

2. Put following chart on board.

1111.111=01111Mmummal
Determiner, texture shape color what
and/Or . how it and made of
number feels to size

touch

30V
one . red p 03 st ru, ear

i whiste bunnv
a. Have a box of various articles. Each child in turn

takes an object and fills in chart with words to
describe his object. (Ex. above in chart.)

Students will discover that not all categories need
to be used, nor need every noun have several adjec-
tives. (Ex. A green handkerchief.)

10
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Objectives
2. b. Use the chart given in step a. Have one

student go to the chart and try to describe
one other student in terns of that chart.

Students will discover that categories in
describing objects will not suffice to
describe people.

C. With discussion and teacher direction help
students construct their own chart for
adjectives to describe people.

The end result should resemble this
How they

feel look Shape
Age-

415;g1Srier
and/or

number

noun

e*Alike 06

bo
oilsUse class members, pictures, or paper

and clothing to test the two charts.
(bring out concepts .f striped, plaid,

checkered, dotted if clothing is used.)

3,, Use reading texts and other books to research
sequential order of adjectives and also to
determine if all categories are given.

a. Will find that some adjectives are not
presented in same pattern. Perhaps the
smarter students can determine why.

b. Will also make pupils aware that number of
adjectives are limited to 2 or 3 per noun.

etouir

4. Give class the following noun phrases to illu-
strate.

1. A big red ball (Everyone will show his
picture to insure compre-
hension of directions by
all Continue work on
own. Give time limit
of 3 minutes.)

2. A long, thin worm.
3. A fat little girl.
4. Two tall boys.
5. A green and red striped blouse.

11



5. [FIALUATION:1

Give each student a packet, of small word

cards of nouns, adjecttves, and determiners.
The student will arrange on his desk five
correct noun phrases using at least one
adjective and a determiner in each phrase
with the noun. Students then circulate and
reed sentences. On a liece of
paper they will write names of class members
and number of correct sentences for each.
Students will be judged according to this
evaluation -his ability to recognize cor-
rect noun determiners.

12



PATTERN I.
STEP V. CONTENT: N-

Present Progressive
and

Past Tense

1. Children will discover a certain time relation
ship bef,imen Present Progressive and Past through
acting out commands.

a. While student performs action, teacher
writes action on the board (using present
progressive.)

The boy is skipping.

b. When action is completed, teacher writes:
The boy skipped.

c. Continue in this way until all of the
class has narticipated in the action.
Leave all sentences on the board.

1) Ask: Are all of these sentences
the same?

2) Make a chart of differences:
is skipping skipped

3) When chart is completed, teacher
gives terms"Present Progressive"
and4Past"(or"is happening now' and
"has happened.')

4) Point out similarities as:
helping word ing; ed

2. Use silent cartoon strips. Teacher writes sen
tence under the pictures describing the action in
the picture using either tense form. 'Children
are to determine if the teacher used the correct
tense form for the action shown in the picture.

3. Use pict es to give practice for children
writin tences using the two verb forms.

EVALUAT N:

Produce a class movie using the Present Progressive
and Past Verb Tenses. Consult Media Director for
details on movie production.

a. Class decides upon verbs to be used in
the movie. (Suggested verbs: run, eat,
read, play, cry, smile, laugh...)

r

W 1'



b. Divide class into sub grpups. Activities
Include:

1) Rehearsing action for movie.
2) Writing sentences, correcting and

copying them on sentence strips.
3) Collecting properties to be used.

c. Make movie.

(Movie will show scenes of child per-
forming action with sentence strip
describing this action in present
progressive tense. In the next scene
the action will be completed so the
sentence describing this action will

. be written in past tense.)



1. Dist guish meanings of prepositions. Flit

up bulletin board on prepositions show'

their meaning, and discuss.

a. Use objects to manipulate.
Ex.-ball in a box

ball behind a box...

2. Have a teasure hunt.
a. Give each child a series of 3 es

that will lead him to a 'treasure'
(cookie, stick of gum)

Ex:
Clue 1. Look on the top shelf of

the first locker.

Clue 2. Reach behind the dictionaries
on the shelf.

Clue 3. Look under the box on the

library table.(treasure
there)

Each will discover his own treasure
if he can interpret prepositions correctly.

3. Use a doll house, pictures, objects and/or

students to practice using prepositions
correctly in their writing.

Ex.(if doll house is used--or suitable

picture. The stove is / in the kitchen.

The rug is / on the floor.) 'Student

gives only the P. phrase.

b. Extend this pattern so that students

will provide all of the phrase including

determiner and adjective where appro-

priate.
Ex; The baby is4,

in his little crib.

4. Practice in wilting phrases. Have

student perform actions given on command.

Ex. Sit on the floor.
Walk through the door.

Teacher writes sentences using both Present
Progressive and Past to fit the action.

She is sitting on the floor.
She sat on the floor.

After children know the pattern, they write

sentences for the other class actions.

15



5.

Follow the leader game:

Teacher leads the class through a series of
actions and then the class helps her write
sentences on the board concerning their
actions.
Ex. We walked around the table.

We walked down the hail.
We stopped by Mary's desk.

One child is chosen as leader and he leads the
class in a series of actions. Each child is
then to write 3 simple sentences correctly
using a"where-phrase in each.



PATTERN I. CONTENT:

STEP VII. N+V (where and when)

ucing past tense of
verb and time elements.

1. Use school activity calendar. Have a class

discussion of the previous week's activities

a. Put on overhead: Have class fill in
activities for ri ht days.

Mon. Tue. Wed. Thurs. Pri. Sa

swimming

b. Teacher writes on board:
We went to a movie_

when
.(student may write Sunday)

c. Teacher expands on time terms explaining

concepts.
Ex.-last Sun., last week, last Sunday night)

d. Students will write cwn sentences using

week's activities as soon as teacher f

they are able to use the pattern.

2. Use doll house, paper doll family, class

may sketch an imaginary family. Class will b

broken into group. Two pupils assigned to

each "family" member and each group will

make a calendar of events for its assigned

family character.
a. Teacher assembles the class work on a

transparency for group discussion.

b. Class works together writing sentences

using "when" phrases concerning the activi-

ties of various members of the "family".

c. Variety can be encouraged by writing the

time Phrase at beginning of the sentence.

3. IEVALUATION:1
Have each child construct his own calendar

of events. (imaginary or factual) for the

previous week.
Each will be required to write three correct

sentences using the when phrase and the correct

verb tense.



PATTERN I.
STEP VIII.

CONTENT:
Future tense

?4-V (where and when)

EN :vine Tense

Present Progressive (as
future)

1111111100711r.AMlbri,

Have students construct calendar for the
activities for the coming i ;eek.

a. Discuss the time phrases: tomorrow
morning-night-afternoon

next weak
afterwhile

ociour the day after tomorrow
next day

soon
ia a little while

2. Give students the following sentences:
I am going shopping Saturday.
Jack will go home tomorrow.
She will eat afterwhile.
The new girl went to the wrong room yesterday.
Next week we will go to town.
Tomorrow we are going to art class.
He played in the yard this morning.

a. Have students list time phrases and verbs
in chart.

am going
will o

Saturday
tomorrow

b. Ask: Do all the verbs mean the same
time? Discuss. Teacher gives term:
Future tense.

To teacher-Often times next and
last are not used. Students
must learn to infer past or future
action from the verb.
Student must learn that verb
tense and time phrase must be
expressed in same time factor.

c. Make another chart:

arreMTIMMTMErfm"wIlePa=

vent
ma/

yesterday dam goings Saturday

Students will use the material organized
in previous chart and now separate the infor-
mation into the time elements on chart
above.

Example in chart.
3. Students work together and write sentences about

their activities for the following week. Use
tense forms and future time phrases.

18



4. IEVALUATION:i
Give each student different'word cards in
envelopes and have them construct two
sentences, using all the word cards in the
envelope, in the pattern, NP+1,4WheretWhen

The big j boys will play in th

tonight.

gym



PATTERN I.
STEP IX.

CONTENT:
Past tense an0

Present lirogresive tens.e

1. Show need for adverbs- -
a. Have two students follow a

Ex: 1. Walk slowly.
2. Walk fast.

(The rest of the class does not
mand)

b. Have two other students write a
describing each action.
(Probably will be: He walked.

c, Ask: Does that really tell what
Watch again. (Students :4-xform

again)
d. Take each one

walked.
Write on board: NiAri-How

He is walking slowly.
He walked slowly.

Then write the sentence using an adverb.
Ex. above.

2. a. Give students a list: of the ten sentences
below. "There is an adverb in each sentence.
Raise your hand when you find it."

command.

see the com-

sentence

She walked.)

happened ?

actions

and discuss how he (or she)

The sentences can be put cn a transparency.

1. He climbed up.
2. She walked downtown.
3. We are going now.
4. She fell down.
5. The birds flew away.
6. He cried loudly.
7. The teacher spoke crossly.
8. He will come later.
9. He talked rapidly.

10. She will leave soon.

b. Discuss the list of adverbs then place
them on the following chart in the right
category:

HOW WHEN WHERE

Ltp
C. Use the same sentences above and have

students discover that the adverb tells
about the verb. Have the students point
out each verb the adverbs modify.

3. Use the same three step procedure given above
in Step 2 and apply this discovery approach
to adverbs to adverbial phrases as well. Uce

20



these sentences and put phrases into a chart of
How When Where. (Some sentences have two phrases
or adverbs.)

1. We are going home next Friday.
2. She will be here next week.
3. We will go to. the gym this morning.
4. They went to town.
5. The naughty boy answered in a sly manner.
6. The dog answered with a loud bark.
7. The man smiled with a broad grin.

a. Contrast one word adverbs with the phrases in
the last three sentmces. More capable
students should be able to change the phrases
into adverbs.
Ex. with a loud bark -- barked loudly

4. Identify adverbs in a reading passage and classify
them as to how, when or where.

5. Use command strips and have one perform the
action.
Ex: Walk downstairs.

Go to the door.
Crawl slowly.

Others will write sentences on individual over
head transparencies (these transparencies can be
quickly flashed on the overhead and corrected
by the class.)

6. EVALUATION:

Give the students kernel sentences of N-1-Vi I
Have them add an adverb.
Ex: He wentL---.1

The baby
She walked) I

21



PATTERN I. CONTENT:
STEP X. Identifying and expanding kernel

(N +V) sentences.
Discovery of similarities and dis-
similarities of adjectives and ad-
verbs.

1. Give the class sentences and have them strip
these sentences down to kernel (N +V).
Ex: The pretty little bird sang sweetly in the

cherry tree.
N 4- V

bird sang

a. List extraneous words.
b. Discover function of these extraneous words

(adj. or adv.) Strive to get them to

reach conclusion that adjective modifies
an noun, and adverb modifies verbs.

Form a chart.

The sweetly
pre.dtie

bir d s an g
in the

little cherry tree

2. Give students kernel sentences on the board
pertaining to a descriptive picture and rk
together to expand it by placing adjec
and adverbs into the sentence.

G ve students a simple story and have t..."11
expand with adjectives and adverbs.
Ex. girl walked.

boy grabbed purse.
dog chased boy
girl was happy.

22

She was crying.
He ran.
boy dropped purse.

Time for a student analysis
check up.



Objectives . PATTERN I.

STEP XI.
CONTENT:
N +V

Expanding present progressive
and introducing habitual present

1. Pupils will discover the difference in usage
between the present progressive and present
tenses through actions.

Write on overhead: Action: Write on board:

Can you draw?
Draw something. (student drawS)She is drawing.

She draws.

Can you jump rope? She jumps well.
Jump rope. (student junps)She is jumping rope.

Do you write to
your mother?
Write your name.

She writes every Fri.
She writes neatly.

(student writes) She is writing.

Can you smile? He smiles funny.
Smile at me. (action) He is smiling.

We are sitting at our desks
now.

We sit at our desks everyday.
Mrs. R:is teaching now.
She teaches math.

Write on bcard:

She draws.
. She is drawing.

(Discuss: What is the difference? Get idea of action
going on now for present progressive tense.)

Write:

She jumps well. She is jumping.

(Discuss to get. the idea that present tense indicates
the ability (can do it today, yesterday, will be able
to do it tomorrow) and the habitual. Reinforce these
two tense differences with the rest of the sentences
used above. Let class discuss and discover a time
relationship.)

2. Lead students to discover that time phrases relate
to verb tenses by using the following chart.



LEISUATIOIT1

every week
yesterday
sometimes
tomorrow
daily
each day
frequently
last night
always

3. Discover 'S' form on present tense verbs.
a. Teacher writes on board.

Do you like candy? I like candy.
You like candy.

(Points to students)

Do you like candy? He likes candy.
Do you like candy? She likes candy.
Does your dog like candy? It likes candy.

Continue with plural..,to get-We like candy.
You like candy.
They like candy.

Class discussion of the 's' form in third
person singular.

b. Repeat with verb have. Do you have a pencil?
--etc.

4. Give practice in conjugating verbs in present
tense to develop awareness of 's' form.

5.

Give students a list of 7 time phrases. Ask them
to use three of these phrases in correctly
written sentences.



Objectives PATTERN II.
STEP I. CONTENT:

N14 V N2
(abject)

thii- = rov-P01,14st. %IS Lag.I.A.G 1.1LNo. a. G vV ita111111y i 1 V1) eC
on the overhead. Teacher starts the hunt.

a. Teacher writes: I see a bird.
and illustrates:

vim WI
&kalifs&

Discuss: Are Mrs. Caniglia and the bird the same
in noun and meaning? Then number the nouns,

Noun 1 and Noun 2 establishing the pattern:

Ni 1- V + N2

b. Teacher asks a student: "What object do
you see in this picture?" The student then
writes a sentence about himself, what he
sees, using the teacher's pattern.

2. Stabilize concept and reinforce it by:
a. Having a treasure hunt. Students

then write: I found

b. Have one student leave the room (or use
principal .or another teacher). Ask:
"What was (X person) wearing?" See
which student remembers the most about
the individual, using the structured
N Vil.N

2
pattern.

X is wearing

,and

. or X is wearing

.71=

c. Put a number of objects in a sack.
Students can feel them for a defined time
period and then write sentences about
objet. is they felt.

I felt and

3. Develop concept of order of nouns for relevant
.1 meaning.

a. Show picture with reversal of noun
order to discuss the credibility of

25



meaning. Establish that the subject noun
does the action (in simple entences)

The man is eating fish.

.C4 ...W11IC 11041 J.j Ca4.1laj IANC UMLIO

Use similar two part pictures for these
sentences:

1. The boy is reading a book.
The book is reading a boy.

2. The dog is biting a man.
The man is biting a dog.

3. The girl is writing a letter.
The letter is writing a girl.

4. The boy shot a gun.
The gun shot a boy.

5. The boy is drinking pop.

The pop is drinking a boy.

b. Manipulate word cards into sentences.
Use words in packs that could produce
incredible sentences if used indiscri-
minately.

4. Students will discover that all verbs need not
take objects.

a. Give list of sentences
Ex: She walked to the door.

She is playing.
He played ball...

b. Have students underline verb in each sen-

tence.

c. Ask: What comes after the verb?
Are they all objects?
Go through each sentences and discuss.

d. Discover that all verbs do not need
objects by forming a chart like this:

.

VERB ALWAYS SOMETIMES NEVER TAKES

.....-

TAKES TAKES OBJECT
uvaiktii OBJECTS OBJECT"me
6. Research chart by having students look

through reading books to defend or refute
statements.



5. EVALI=
Use pictures similar to those described in
STEP 3 and have students decide on the
credible picture and write a correct sentence
describing it.

27



Objectives PA TERN II.
STEP II.

CONTENTS
Using object pronouns in

N
1
+ V+ N

2

Object of preposition
Review of subject pronouns

1. Students will discover idea of case in pronouns

O. by:

6-

e.

7.

a. Use of command strips: Chace
Catch
Hit
Touch

Student will carry out actions.
1. Teacher writes on board.

She chased she.
Ask: "Are the two "shes" the

same person?
(student may substitute person's
name)
Ask: "Is there any other way to
express this second name?"
(If students do not know the ob-
ject pronoun, the reader will

supply it)

2. Continue the exercise to include
all of the object pronouns. Vary
verb form.
Ex: Have students reed command and

write, "I will chase you."
'Student chased will then write,
"He chased me." or the student
doing the chasing could write:
"I chased her."

Use 2 or 3 students to express
plurals, and thing(s) to practice
it and them.

b. Contrast case proficl:ns by filling in the

following chart:
Singular

28

Teacher may
supply sub-
ject pro-'
nouns.



2. Have students complete the teacher-made sentences
by filling in the names of classmates.
Ex: is sittinglbeside

ibetween
near

front of
11JCILLIIU

a. Discuss what pronouns should be used when
the names are changed to a pronoun.

b. Change the names to pronouns.

3. Students will apply the two different uses of the
object pronouns; as an object of the verb and as
an object of the preposition.

a. Give students list of 10 sentences on
overhead. (List below)

1. She chased him.
2. Darrell sat beside her.
3. The dog licked him.
4. He caught it.
5. The bird ate it.
6. Mother went with us.
7. He talked to me.
8. She hit him.
9. The teacher helped them..

10. May I go with you?

b. Have them underline the objective pronouns
in the list.

c. Students will select the N word and write
the N, on the board. Then

I
complete the

chart below for each sentence. Leave a
space in the chart for the preposition.

v 4, 1-7-17-1-1

Word s '4 besat her
Vtls tie cast ft

Students will discover the same objective
case use of the object of the verb and
object of preposition. (Terms as such
need not be.given.)
Students will be able to formulate their
own rule for the objective case.



4. Stabilize the idea of case in_pronouns through
the following exercises:

a. Change underlined nouns to pronouns in
series of teacher-made sentences.

Ex: MMaarl took Janie and me to the store.

b. Relate pronouns to antecedents by use of
a short paragraph with several of the
pronouns underlined.
Ex: Mother took Jane and Sally to the

store. She bought the girls some
candy. It was sticky.

c. Use short peragraphland have students
change main character to a different
sex and rewrite the story, changing
all pronouns related to the character.

EVALUATION:

a. Have students write 4 sentences using
pronouns. Two sentences each of the
following patterns:

1. N1 f V 4- N2

2. N1 + QL.
N2

b. Have students change a character in a short
paragraph to another sex by changing all the
necessary pronouns.



Objectives

Aff.

e.

Cog.

4L.

6.

d.
e.

. PATTERN II.
STEP III

.CCUTENT:

Nil- V 4. N2

Expanding verb to verb
phrase. infinitive form.

1. Intro e the infinitive form verbs by class dis-
cussion.

a. Teacher asks students to think of what
they like to do.
After they have thought about it, ask
a student to write his reply. Help him
to write:

I like to play ball. (leave on board)

b. Have another student come up and write
what he likes to do.
(Or this can develop into a contest. One
student can write about another to guess
what he likes to do best and will write
°He likes to--= giving different ideas until
he guesses what the other child likes to
do best. Give everyone a chance to use
the structure form.)

c. Teacher then asks: "What do you want to
be when you grow up?"
Develop this into the same type of exercise,
individual or contest guessing.

d. Then each student writes about himself.
He will write a sentence about what he likes
to do, and what he wants to be.
When sentences are written correctly the
ztudent may illustrate his own wishes,
and a class booklet may be made collecting
their efforts.

Tom: I like to swim.

I want to be a pilot.

2. Discovering verb phrase by:
a. Have the students break up a list of sen-

tences to discover that there is more than
one verb in the sentence and the relation-
ship of the verb to. (Sentences below)



1. Jerry likes to hit girls.
2. The baby began to cry.
3. John wants to play ball.
4. Father will want to eat dinner.
5. Bertha tried to catch him.
6. She began to laugh.
7, T likA to eat rAnAy.

8. He continued to talk.
9. She refused to come with us.

10. He went to speak to them.

s4 Through a series of verb phrases, the stu-
dents will be lead to discover that the first
verb varies in tense form, but the verb
following to is always in the simple form.

3. Expanding an understanding of these verb forms
could be done by planning a field trip (to a place
discussed in Social Studies or reading material)
Have students write about where they want to ga,
what they would like to see, and what they want
to do.

EVALUATION:

If you could go home tomorrow what would you
want to do, or like to do? Write three sen-
tences using these verb forms.



0b j ectives

Aff.tog.

6. It
2,

e.

**At this time question forms should be dealt with
in some depth. Students should have a sufficient
background in Patterns I and II and in the verb forms
to be able to master this work in question forms.

QUESTION FORMS:

1. Teacher looks around room then writes on the
board.

tour
you see the book on the table?

a. Students will identify the parts of the
sentence.

V W2 X

Do you see the book

imisr
on the table?

The * denotes the term auxiliary verb°,another term
may be used. Whatever it may be, please be consis-
tent in its use.

b. Another student writes the reply:

I see a book on the table.

The student puts it into the correct slot
on the chhrt in Step a.

Questions are continued and answers are
put into the chart until the students master
the pattern.

(have seen)
saw

I
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the book?

the book.

help me?

can help you.

to the store?

to the store.



1.

c. Teacher has objects hidden around the room:
Wr'tes on board.--

Can youe find 1 the thumb tack?

Pauses, 1 Can't you S find
Then writes;

1Student
writes

Continue: Have

Didn

Are

the thumb tack?

can't find i the thumb tack.

you seen the paper clip?

I haven't seen the paper clip.

you see the paper clip?

you going

I am not going

I

with Jay?

with Jay?

With usage the student may get the feel of the position
of the negative in question forms and in statements.
Expand as much as needed and reinforce.

Later:WHY words may be add before e au liary verb.

Vy didn't you go home with Jay?

1 1 1



c. Once the students are responding to this with
a fairly high degree of accuracy, introduce
question words using the

where, what, when, why, who
Lead students to discover that these question
words come before the Auxiliary verb, but the
following word order remains the same as the
other question forms.

? A N V
ere o you Ve

Why did you cry?

When I will you go
4

home?

They will discover that oftenI'Whod ancrWhat"
are used differently. Have them formulate a
generality concerning this difference. (Effec-
tive work on Mc, and What with the verb
form cannot be done until later.)

happened?

is

said

that?

that?

it?

Research theory by going through reading
books and other materials. Students may
find some discrepancies, as above.

2. Give students practice in writing question forms
by:

a. Writing questions they would ask a real or
imaginary figure about which they have read or
studied. Ex:. Paul Bunyan, Prec. Nixon, Ben
Franklin, the Astronauts--------
(these may be put on an x-ray sheet to be
used later in question form work. )

b. By writing the question forms they may need
to use on a Saturday afternoon in town.

First discuss where they will go and what
they might like to ask at each place.
Ex: How much does that cost?

Where can I find the dress depart-
ment?

May I see those earrings?
Where is the restroom?



c. Write questions that could be asked a
visitor to the classroom.

Work here in helping to determine what
questions are proper, polite, or might
be embarrassing.

d. Write questions to ask Dean of Students
about going home.

Ex: When will my train leave?
When will we leave the dorm?
Do you have my ticket'.

3. Lead students to discover that certain helping verbs
are used only in questions and some helping verbs
are in the replies. This varies to a great degree,
but if students chart several questions and statements
they may develop a feel of use of auxiliary verbs in
proper positions.
The type of question and answer work that was used in
Step I of this section would be a good starting
place. Form a chart of the helping verbs used in
statements.

Ask: Are all the helping verbs used in the answers?
Continue and work with various forms until students have
a feeling for correctness.

Add the negative form to the chart.

Didn't- gaining an understanding that the use of the
negative is determined by the response.

a. ThiS may be represented in reading books
so the student ran become familiar with as
many forms as possible.

b. Hare them write answers to the questions
written under Step 2 of this section, using
a chart on helping verbs as a guide.



2 & 3

1. Take pictures of students with polaroid
"....usatt....s. %A

2. (First class will work together to develop
a list of question ideas to ask a student.
Then each student will write three different
questions to ask another student. Put these
on xray sheets.)(see below)

3. Class will evaluate the sentences from the
overhead for originality and correctness.
Then class decides on a group of the best
sentences, perhaps 5 or 6.

4. Each student must answer these selected
questions using correct sentence patterns.

5. End result: Each student has his own picture
and has written a bibliography about himself.
Car be compilea into a class booklet.

Ex: What is your name?
What do you like to do for fun?
Do you have a pet?
What states have you visited?



PATTERN II. CONTENT:
STEP IV. Review ,using th'

Question forms of
DO

to write Pattern II
sentences.

1. Use command strips. Have one student perform the
action. Teacher writes on board.

What did she do? or What is she doing?

A student w!..11 be selected to answer the question.
(may need guidance to write reply correctly under the
question0

What I did she do?

31%4 tk$KPCje

Continual colmand strips and action will help. student

1 off

to discover that the "do" in the question form is
replaced by another verb.

38

Time for another check up
using method outlined in
Part 1.



PATTERN III.
STEP I.

imlw

CONTENT:
Introduce Pattern III
N
1
+V .11'N

3
Al. N

2

1. Lead students to discover that N
1

1. N2+ N3has the same meaning as N41/4-N3.102.

a. Complete this action and then write:

Mrs. K. gave her book to John.

b. Have students number the nouns as different
units.

Mrs. K. gave
111

c. Repeat action.

Mrs. K.

d. Ask: Do
action?
relation

her book to John.
fk),

Then write:

gave John her book.
N.13

the two sentefices mean the same
Have them renumber the nouns in
to the first sentence.

e. Repeat this procedure using different actions.
Students will come to realize that N3 changes
position, but keeps its number.

2. Review pronouns in objective case, recognizing that
the object case follows the verb and the preposition.

a. Give students a list of sentences on over-
head.
Ex: Mother baked a cake for Mary.

Bobby wrote a letter to mother.
Mrs. K. gave candy to the pm.
Mr. D. sent a note to the teachers.

Have the class change underlined words to
pronouns.

b. Have students then rewrite the sentences
using object pronouns as the indirect obj.

39



3, Give students sentences having the direct and indirect la
objects.

Ex: Mother baked me a cake.

Have students change sentence to include a P-group.
Ex: Mother hpked a cake fnr MP:

4. EVALUATION:

Give students the patterns:

and

N
1

v 4-N
3

N
2

N
1

v 4 N2 + N3

Students will write a correct sentence using each
pattern and label each part.

Ex: Debbie brought me a cookie.

4- V 4- tI 4- kJz
1



Objectives PATTERN IV. CONTpT:
PART I. N V" *N3.

1

and
Present tense of

"be" verb

The "be" verbs are identified with the symbol VI'
to show the relationship between the subject and
predicate nouns N

STEP I.

Introduce the idea of subject and predicate nomi-
native having the same value by:

a. Showing a picture of someone in school.
Ex: the principal

Ask students to think of name words (nouns)
to describe him.

Ex: Mr. D. man
principal father
baseball player

Use manipulative transparencies to illustrate
the fact that you want words having some value.

Teacher writes on the board.

Mr. D. is our principal
Mt. D. is a Man........

Through discussion, students will discover that
both nouns have the same number since they are
equal in value.

Have students number the nouns.

Mr. D. is our principal.
N
1

N
1



b. Give a short paragraph or transparency about
the same person and have class number the
nouns.

Ex: Mr. D. is our principal. He is our
friend. He lives in C. Bluffs. He is a
=14616,10.40. Mr TaG4. A" £Q a babY bOY0 Mr. D.
likes to play ball. He is a good ball
player.

c. Lead class to discover that a form of the verb
"be" is used with the predicate nominative by
filling in the following chart:

N
1

V6 V N
1

N
2

P-group

1. Mr. D. is our prin.
our friend

2. He is

3. He lives in C. Bluffs

II. Give the
pattern

class practice
by:

writing this sentence

a. Conjugating verb for students on the board:

Singular Plural

am are
are are
is are
is
is

b. Explain that "am" comes after I. Select
a student and have the class list a few nouns
that describe him. The student will then write
sentences about himself using the given words.

1:11

a student
Mary's friend

Ex: I am Susie's roommate
Jane Smith

c. Have all students write sentences about
themselves using "am" and predicate
nominative.



d. Continue on in this manner so that all forms of

the "be" verb are used - -with right subject form

e. Have class write in the N14 VL4N
1
pattern

all their teachers and the subjects they

teach, their roommates and counselors.

Ex: Mr. Wahle is my reading teacher.

EVALUATION:

Give students the pattern N14 VL + N1

and have them write three sentences using the following

forms of the "be" verb: am, is, and are.



! A.

PATTERN IV.
PART II.

STEP I.

CONTENT:

Past and Future
Tense of "be"

Review of N1+ N1

Lead students to discover that was and were are the
past forms of "be" and "will be" is the future
tense form of "be"

Put sentences similar to these below on overhead.

will be our football coach next year.
is our speech teacher this semester.
was our speech teacher last year.
are 70 graders this year.
were 6th graders last year.

are my roommates this year.
were my roommates last year.

a. From the sentences given, have the students
list time phrases as follows:

TIME PHRASE

PRESENT this semester

PAST

FUTURE next year

b. Then compare the time phrases with verbs used

TIME
Oft.

TIME PHR:SE

PRESENT

PAST

FUTURE

44

this semester

last year

next year

VERB

is

was/were

will be



. II. Teacher conjugates the past and future tenses of

"be" and class writes sentences for each verb form

through class discussion of ideas. (Development

similar to Part 3 of Pattern IV.)

III. EVALUATION
Class will conjugate the three tenses of "be" and

write the n their reference books.

Time for evaluative check
of affective A. as suggested in
Part 1.



bj ectives PATTERN V. CONTENT:
PART I.

STEP 1.

Review of N
1 i
4 VS':.. N

1

and an introduction of
Nil- V54rialii

Using the "be" form

I....

Students will discover that a single adjective may
follow a form of the "be" verb.

a. Begin by reviewing parts of the sentences,
emphasizing the adjective. Have students
fill in the symbols:

Rover is a mean dog.

Rover is a meant
r1 I

Make a list of similar sentences on transpar-
encies.
Ex:

Mary is a pretty girl.
Mr. J. is a good teacher.

b., Class discusses what the main adjective in
the sentence describes.
Ex: - mean

c. Teacher writes - Rover is mean- on the board.
Eventually, the class takes over and can rewrite
the sentences.

2. Give students additional practice in recognizing
nouns and adjectives by giving the class list of sen-
tences and having them mark the predicate noun cr
predicate adjective.

Ex: The boy is tall. The cat is fat.
r°1

He is a Her name is Coddler

3. Give class practice in writing these sentences
patterns:

N V 4 N
1

and N 41. VBe4 adj.

a. Show them pictures and, as a class, write two
sentences for each.
Ex: He is a clown. He is funny.
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EVALUATION :'

My,44iter is askttoici.

b. Write sentence aboUt p2rsons in the class.

c. Combine two sentences into one.
(Teacher gives a couple of sentences.)

Ex: The man my father. He is strong.

Discrimination between verbs: to be and to have
A

S.

for proper usage.

a. Give students a list of common mistakes used
by deaf students.

Ex: She is pretty hair.
I am a good book.
He is a happy.

Have the class identify errors through labeling
nouns and adjectives. Then have them rewrite
the sentences correctly.

b. To reinforce the idea that object (N
2

)

follows "to baver(and predicate nominative
(N

1
) and predicate adjective follow verb

"to bet give students a list of sentences
using be and have. Have students make a
chart to emphasize this structure.

N
1

N
2

adj.

The man is strong

He haS
I strong muscles.

Ex:

1. The man is strong.
2. He has strong muscles.
3. Hiz name is George

Class plays a form of the game of "Twenty Questions".
The students collectively think of a -aerson or thing
in the room. The teacher writes the questions on the
board and each student takes a turn to wite the
answer.

T.: Is it a person?
S.: It is not a person.

Do first two or three together so students get the
feel of the game and of the negative form. Even
tually the teacher will drop out of the game and a
student can write the ,question forms.



M",

bjectives PATTERN V. CONTENT:

PART II. Review of N r vL4- N
1 1

and
N
1
4 VL 4, adj.

using the linking verbs*

1..

b.

I

The linking verbs are: look become appear

feel taste smell

sound vow remain

seem

STEP I.
Lead students to discover that the linking verbs

function in the same manner as the "be" verbs.

a. Have a box of objects, such as a rock, sponge,

eraser, etc., and ask of each:

How does it look?
Does it look rough?

smooth?
hard?

it+our
suelleskel'ons

b. Write replies: I ancl 2.
It looks..rn
(Write as many sentences as apply.)

c. Let students handle object and then ask:

How does it feel? Discuss adjectives.

d. Write answers. It feels...roan

e. Develop verbs "taste", "smell",* in same manner.

2. Use pictures of people or class members to develop

concepts of appfs, seem, and feel.

Ex: He seems happy.
She feels sick.

3. Lead student to discover that a singular adjective

can only follow a linking verb or the "be" form by

contrasting them with "to have

a. Give the class a short paragraph and have them

identify the nouns, adjectives, and verbs.

Ex: 'Brown Sugar is a reddish brown Pekingese

(dog). He has a little nose. Be is a small

long-haired dog. He is bowlegged. He has a

silky back of long hair. His ears hang down

to his feet. He looks mean. He is very nice.

*Adapted from the Adventures of Brown Sugar,

by Carrie Stegall.
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b. Research by going through reading material and
filling in a chart.

Ex. of chart:

1Subject Verb
be f linking

_1 verb

Predicate

have

4. Give practice writing. Use other objects and persons.
Ask each student to write a sentence on the overhead
about the subject. Class evaluates the correctness
of that sentence.

a. Have the class label the parts of the sentences.
They will discover that these sentences follow
the N

1
-IF N

1
or N

1
+ VL-i- adj. pattern.

Lead students to discover that the "be" verb form may
be used in Pattern I sentences but that the linking
verbs may not.
Ex: The man was in the hospital.

The man seemed in the hospital.

a. Give students the following sentence and have
them code it: He was in the house. Students

discover that this is a N
1
-IV V + P-group.

b. Give students a list of sentences and have them
decide individually if they fit into NO- V i-
P -group Pattern or the N

1
4.. VL N

1
pattern

ic.x: He was angry.
Susie was happy.
The cat was under the bed.

c. Then ask students to list some of the other V.
verbs-seem, become, look, etc., and use them in
N1 + VL-11- N. sentences.

d. Ask: Can you put these verbs into a Ni- V

P- -group pattern. Experiment.

e. Research by going through reading material..

6.FZTATION:1

Have a "mystetious" (unusual) edible object. Ask
class to write three sentences concerning this
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4

object in the following pattern: N11- VI' 4-Adj,,,

using t v-:rbs look, feel, and taste.

Time for evaluative check
of Affective A.



APPENDIX

1. Explanation of symbols and terms.
The particular symbols the teacher chooses to use are only
relevant to the extent that they are used consistently within
the department.
The symbols used here are taken from the Fritzgerald Key, the
California Color Code symbols and adaptations of the linguis-
tic symbols.

Symbols used:
noun- N or
determiner-i>
adjective-rmml
noun phrase-N.P.
verb- V. or
prepositional phrase--P-group

)1mals

where phrase
preposition-X

2. Student Reference Books.
Individual student reference books maybe kept. The various

charts and patterns worked out in class will be transposed
in the book for the studeht to use in self correction.

PATTERN I. STEP II.

1. The programmed flip chart is teacher-made.
Ex:

A simple sentence is made of 2 parts. The first part
is the subject. The second part is the predicate.

The first part of a simple sentence is

MINIMMOMMMMWMMOMWMMIlr.

2. Work on singular and plural noun forms may be inserted here, if
needed.

3. Bulletin board charts of different subject types classified and
grouped may be displayed. This will be an exposure to terminology
that need not be taught. The groupings may help solidLey thought

analysis.

a



Subject Pronouns

Singular

You
He
She
It

Plural

We
You
They
They
They

Common

Singular

boy
baby
box
knife
man
sheep

nouns

Plural

boys
babies
boxes
knives

men
sheep

Indefinite

Everyone

Everything
Everybody

Anyone
Anything
Anybody

(others)

Pronouns

Someone

Something

Somebody

No one
Nothing
Nobody

Jack
Mr. Devine
Omaha
Iowa
Missouri River
Snoopy

These charts may be reproduced in student reference book.

PATTERN I. STEP III. (determiners)

Extended work to present types of determiners:

1. Articles:
a. Use programmed file chart to drill on use of a and an.

b. Simple work sheets.
apple rope

jack elephant

2. Possessives:
a. Put 8 sentences using possessives as determiners. Have

students identify the determiners and list.

J. Chart out the possessives as to number.

Singular (one)

[ou is

y
her

its

b

Plural (more than one)

our

youry

their



c. Then chart out these possessives as to:'

Male Female.-7 an object (s)

d. Take something that belongs to a student in the class.
Write on the board,°Carolls pencil."Have students determine
number and gender, then rewrite using the possessive pronoun--

(Continue exercise with other members in the class.)

e. Exercises to reinforce this may be found in workbooks.
Ex: Continental Press - English

Harcourt, Brace, and World - The Roberts English Series

f. Take paper doll family. Name each member. Have students
write phrases as: Sally's room, Mother's chair....

g. Have.class or individuals change possessive noun to posses-
sive pronoun. Bring in plural concepts with"oue'anetheir."

3. Demonstratives:

a. Give sentences using this that, these, those determiners
in the subject. Have students iden ify

_those

by
drawing symbol around them: > 4.+-
and put into column as to number.

Singular Plural

b. Give enveloDe of cards containing demonstratives and nouns.
Have students arrange a noun phrase.

c. Develop concept of position in meaning of this-that, these-
those. Use transparency.

oftitot book

d. Teacher.made exercises or workbook Sheets for practice.
Continental Press, English: books 3,4,5, & 6.

4. Indefinite Pronouns:

a. List on overhead sentences using indefinite pronouns as
determiners.
Ex: Both boys ran home.

Each child will swim



Have children mark determiners as such:t>

b. Class will discuss and classify determiners as to singular
or plural.

c. Clarify word meaning by transparency or poster.

Q51.)-qk 09.'1 Each circle tNos an X In It,
0 0 Both circles are

Every boy is smAilici.

G0040(200
Many boys. are happy
So me boys art 504'

d. Use magazine (or teacher-drawn) pictures which could be used
to illu-itrate the indefinite pronoun and have children work
together to write appropriate noun phrases.

e. Have class discover that indefinite pronouns can be either
the subject or a determiner through uses in sentences.
Ex: Each boy received a letter.

Each received a letter.

PATTERN I. STEP III.

1. Count and noncount(or mai4nouns can be introduced here.

a. Use a tray of countable objects. Ex: a marshmellow, a key,
a book, a cookie, a penny. Ask student to write what each
object is.

b. Then use another tray and pour out the objects while they
are watching. Ex: sugar, ketchup, water, sand, money.
Now ask student to write what each object is. If they write
a sugar, a ketchup, a money, ask them to show yoealdor
"one sugar,"etc. Students will discover that mass objects can-
not be counted and that no article precedes them.

c. Have students perform actions and write what they did on the
board or overhead. Ask class to decide if an article should
be written in.
Ex: command

teacher writes

command -

teacher writes -

ate applel

'drink the7171

drank,mi lk



d. Next use these mass articles in their containers and teach

the terms:

a jar of
a box of
a glass of
a carton of
a piece of

PATTERN I. STEP IV. (Noun phrases with adjectives)

1. Class Activity:

Students construct an adjective bulletin board: A collage

effect using all types of materials, textures, etc. Write

a noun phrase for each article. Let children arrange their

objects and phrases.
Ex: soft yellow yarn

short green pencil
a dirty gum wrapper

2. Using magazine pictures, class may have a contest to see who can

use the most adjectives or phrases to describe the pictures.

3. Point out that 2 descriptions in the same cateaories are joined

together by 'and:

Ex: hot and bothered
tired and sleepy
red and blue striped

4. Work may be done here on comparison of adjectives.

PATTERN I. STEP V.

1. Expand the N+V using these tenses (the present progressive and past)

to review noun modifiers.
Ex: The sad little boy cried.

The funny old clown is laughing.

PATTERN I. STEP VI.

1. Content may also be described as N+V+X or as N4-V+Pgroup. SeW7age 1

of appendix for definition of terms.

2. Use commercially-made charts or make one to explain preposition

meaning.



Ex: on under by-beside

f



PATTERN I. STEP VII.

1. In student reference book, the student can make the following chart
to aid in understanding and learning terms in a time relationship.

Verb (past tense) and when phrases.

Fri. SO-1-. Tocka.

Os if t ',kn."

...,( 6.s

41-4(kNi

11.-f.)

vl%
kt.S LOCeK

2. With capable classes, teacher may irtroduce the while clause in con-
junction with past progressive. Combine activities of the family
members.
Ex: While baby was sleeping Tuesday afternoon, mother was vacuuming.

PATTERN I. STEP VIII.

1. Time phrases for future tenzes ccul(: be put into student reference
book.

2. A field trip could be planned in conjunction with another school
subject. Students could use the future tense and time phrases to write
paragraphs about their anticinated trip.

3. Reinforcement of time phrases:
Put sample of a calendar on board and have students identify
terms like 'tomorrow night', 'next Tuesdat,', 'last Wednesday'
etc.--by placing the right time word cards on the calendar in
the appropriate space7.

PATTERN I. STEP IX.

1. The more capable classes could list adverbs by brainstorming. Have
them list quickly as many words as they can think of and then apply
the criteria; 'does this word tell how?'

2. Comparison of adverbs could be done here.

PATTERN I. STEP X.

1. Introduce idea of intensifiers here to the capable classes.
Ex: so beautiful, very fast....

2. Time for student analysis of their own abilities to write in an adequate
fashion.

The teacher can take a more difficult reading passage to dramatize.

Have the children write sentences describing her actions and then



check with the written passage in the book. The teacher is
cautioned to use passages that can be dramatized in such a
way that the student can feed back a well structured sentence.

Ex: He went to the door and looked It.

PATTERN I. STEP XI.

1. Teacher may see need for definition of some of the habitual time
phrases used with the present tense.

Clarification of the meanings of these terms may be needed:

often every day
always every week
never each day
daily seldom
frequently rarely ....



PATTERN II. STEP III.

The infinitive form will be used with verbs like prefer, want,

try, begin, went, continue, refuse--followed by a 'to' and a

simple verb form (infinitive).

Ex. She wants to play.
She tried to come along.

The term 'infinitive' need not be used.

At this time the verb'sseems°(He seems to be tired.) will not

be used. It will come into play later when the linking verbs

are treated in patterns IV and V.

QUESTION FORMS

1. It is left to the teacher's discretion to determine what

terminology (helping verb, auxiliary, or modifiers ) his

class is capable of using in discussing verb forms.

2. Use as many of the helping words as possible:
am, may, will, shall, have, might.

3. Here students may put this chart into their reference

books. They will find use for it later in Step 3.



4. When some degree of ability is achieved working with question

forms, give question work which includes the various forms of

yes and no type questions.

Give students a statement, then ask as many questions as possible

about the facts in the statement, Repeat with another statement

and let the class think of as many questions as they can. Require

only short answers.

Ex: The two deaf boys did not break the window.

Questions:
1. How many boys?

2. Were the boys deaf?

3. The boys werf: deaf, weren't they?

4. They weren't deaf, were they?

5. Did the boys break the store window?

6. The boys broke the window, didn't they?

7. The boys didn't break the window, did they?

8. Did two boys break the window?

9. The two deaf boys didn't break the window, did they?

etc....



PATTERN IV. PART I.

1. Teacher may want to do some classification review here as "be"
verb gives ample opportunity to do so.

Ex:

Five states in the midwest are_
_

Science is (a school. subject)011.1MMINM
The U.S. is a (country)
Iowa is (a state)
My speech teacher is

PATTERN V. PART II.

1. Teacher may need to review the 's' form of the 3rd person
singular in. the present tense.

2. Here is also a fine opportunity to expand adjective vocabulary.
Strive for variation and a more colorful vocabulary.

3. The teacher may want to work with the similes, "looks like;"feels
and like" here as they would fit quite nicely into

the patterns, N
1
+V1J+Nland N

1
+VII-adj. From there the other similes,

"pretty as a picture' hard as nails;letc., may be introduced.



WHO All I?

PATTERN V. PART II.

4. The WHO AM I story, adapted from the story told by Dr. Virginia
French Allen, can be varied to meet many language concept areas.
It is especially effective in teaching looks like., has a like
a, wants to be like a- , part of a nice to be -
or nice to be like a and because

WHO AM I?

Teacher: Once upon a tin
there was a strange looking ani-
mal.

He looked at himself in the
mirror and said:

"I have ears like a rabbit.
ave a nose like an elephant.
ave whiskers like a cat.

I have a neck like a giraffe.
I have wings like a swan.
I have a tail like a dog.
h= e feet like a duck."

But, I am not a rabbit, but
not an elephant. I am not

story moving
continue the
"He has ears

"He has ears
not a rabbit

"Who is he?

bat":14,

a cat ft

"I have ears like a rabbit, but
I am not a rabbit. I have a nose
like an elephant but I am not an
elephant

"Who am I?" he asked himself.
"I must go and find out who I am."
So he started off to see the wizard.
On the way he met some children.

"Look," they said, "Who is
that?"

"He looks like a rabbit."
(children can begin to repeat the
pattern and take over the story for
the moment. The teacher keeps the

by introducing new patterns, and the children can
story as they catch the new pattern.)
like a rabbit. He has a nose like an elephant..."

like a rabbit, and he looks like a rabbit, but he is
I'

We don't know who he is!" the children exclaimed.

1



I must go to see the wizard. On he went. When he arrived at the

home of the wizard, he said, "Mr. Wizard, I look like a rabbit.,"

"I have ears like a rabbit..."

"I have ears like a rabbit. I look like a rabbit, but T am not

a rabbit._ _."

The wizard replied, "Do you want to be a rabbit? You have the

rabbit's ears."
"Do you want to be an elephant? You have the elephant's nose.."

The animal sadly answered, "I don't want to be a rabbit. I don't

want to be an elephant

"Who am I?" asked the animal.
"You must be a combination," replied the wizard.

"Is it nice to be a Combination?" asked the animal.

"You must decide," said the Wizard. "What is the best part of the

rabbit?"
"The ears are the best part of the rabbit. It is nice to have

the rabbit's ears," said the animal.

"What is the best part of the elephant?" asked the Wizard.

"The nose is the best part of the elephant. It is nice to have

the elephant's nose," said the animal.

(The story can be extended or expanded or retold at different times

with different phrases, such as:

Then the 'Combination' returns home and meets the children and

they ask, "Did you want to be a Combination? Did you want to be a

rabbit " The answer could be--"I want to be a rabbit, but I am

not a rabbit...."
Or--"Would you like to Joe a rabbit?"

"I would like to be a rabbit because a rabbit has long ears "...)

(Or the children could ask, "May I have your ears? May I have

your nose?...and the contrast of terelikelas the verb could be used.

"I like my ears. I have ears like a rabbit. "....

Or the Combination could give away all of his parts and end up

to be a Nothing.)


